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Abstract

Retention and enrichment of a model system for mixed layers, tungsten-containing carbon films

(a-C:W), were investigated with respect to the interaction with D ions. a-C:W was exposed to a

mass-separated, mono-energetic D beam (200 eV/D, 1.2·1015 D·cm−2·s−1). The W concentra-

tion in the films (0-7.5 at%), the specimen temperature during D beam exposure (300 - 1300K)

and the fluence (Φ) of incident D (1015 - 1020 D·cm−2) were varied. Analysis of retention and

enrichment were performed by nuclear reaction analysis and Rutherford backscattering spec-

trometry, respectively. At 300K and fluences up to 1019 D·cm−2, the increase of the D inven-

tory with fluence in a-C:W cannot be distinguished from a-C and pyrolytic graphite, e.g., above

∼1017 D·cm−2 the D inventory increases with fluence according to Φx (x = 0.1). Above a flu-

ence of 1019 D·cm−2, however, the D inventory depends strongly on the W concentration. At

a fluence of 1020 D·cm−2 the D inventory is increased to the 1.5-fold of the D inventory of

pyrolytic graphite for 1% and 2.5%a-C:W and it is decreased to the half value of the D inven-

tory of pyrolytic graphite for 7.5%a-C:W. At temperatures above 300K, following trends are

observed: With increasing temperature, the D inventory increases more strongly with fluence

and D reaches depths far beyond the width of the ion range. However, the D inventory does not

increase with fluence according to Φx, especially at fluences above 1019 D·cm−2.
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1 Introduction

During the beginning of the ITER operation an enormous entry of energy on plasma facing com-

ponents is expected, especially at the vertical target, which suggests the use of carbon-fibre-reinforced

carbon (CFC) [1] for the hydrogen phase. This choice would result - through the reactivity be-

tween deuterium (D) and carbon (C)- in a considerable erosion of C, which would be deposited,

during the entire hydrogen phase, in the form of mixed layers on neighbouring areas of the inner

vessel wall, together with other sputtered wall materials, e.g., tungsten (W) [2–10].

During the maintenance phase the CFC will be removed by W at the lower vertical target and

a couple of recovery techniques will be applied in removing the mixed layers from all areas

surrounding the lower vertical target. Nevertheless, the removal efficiency of the recovery tech-

niques is still unclear: No profound experience exists for the application in Tokamks [11]. Fur-

thermore, all previous laboratory experiments point to a rather small efficiency regarding the

removal from remote areas and from areas faced to the plasma [12,13]. Therefore, the resolu-

tion for the appliance of recovery techniques does not guarantee a sufficient reduction of the

mixed layers.

Under the operation with T, mixed layers deposited under a H plasma will act as a reservoir,

which could significantly contribute to the build-up of the total T inventory. T can be accumu-

lated in mixed layers by implantation, trapping and diffusion into depth (hydrogen retention).

On the other hand, C and T can be accumulated at areas without direct contact to the plasma.

The C originates from the re-erosion of the mixed layers from the hydrogen phase. This may

lead to an undisturbed formation of T-containing deposited layers during the activated phase,
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growing linearly in time [14].

This study is embedded in investigations of the retention and erosion behaviour of deposited

layers. The attempt was to investigate the build up of hydrogen inventory in deposited layers

through implantation and diffusion into depth. For this purpose, laboratory experiments were

performed under defined conditions. At the Garching high current ion source [15] specimens

were exposed to a D beam with controlled flux, energy and specimen temperature. This allows

characterisation of the retention behaviour under parameter variation.

Besides defined experiments, a material is used, which is similar to deposited layers on one

hand and has a defined structure on the other hand. Metal-containing amorphous carbon films

(a-C:Me) are a possibility to define a model system for deposited layers [16]. They are pro-

duced by dual magnetron sputter deposition with argon working gas. This study is restricted

to W-C mixtures, with a concentration of W below 7.5 at%. (Note that this choice was made

because of the high erosion of C and the low erosion of W; both are located next to each other

at the divertor.) This investigation was carried out by comparing pure carbon films (a-C) and

a-C:W. Since a-C and a-C:W have a comparable microstructure [16], it was possible to focus

on the influence of the W. Pyrolytic graphite was used as reference material.

In the context of the built-up of tritium inventory in deposited layers, one concern is the accu-

mulation of T through implantation and diffusion into depth. This topic was already investigated

for pure graphites, e.g., pyrolytic graphite, and for metal carbide-containing fine grain graphites

[17–21] exposed to a D beam. The amount of retained D increased with the amount of incident

D, even after saturation of the implantation zone [17–21]. Under a D-T plasma, the T safety

limit would be reached after a limited time. In this context, the number of ITER discharges,

necessary to reach the safety limit, is determined by the increase of the inventory with fluence.

This topic has not been investigated yet for a-C:W. Therefore, the main topic of this study is the

D retention behaviour of a-C:W.
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The increase of the D inventory with fluence depends on the porosity [20,22]. In fine grain

graphites, pore surfaces and grain boundaries act as path ways for diffusion [20]. a-C:W, how-

ever, exhibits a kind of porosity, which is not well known yet and which may differ to the

porosity of pyrolytic graphite. Another influence is given by the W inclusions. Compared to

pyrolytic graphite and to a-C, trapping and diffusion behaviour may be changed intrinsically

through the influence of atomically dispersed W inclusions, which change bondings inside the

C matrix and in the near vicinity of W inclusions. The evolution of a surface enriched with W

through preferential sputtering of C [23], which exhibits an altered reflection coefficient (e.g.

for ≥12.5% of W in the enrichment zone) and an altered trapping and diffusion behaviour, may

lead to a changed D retention behaviour in this shallow zone as well. In this context, the evo-

lution of a W enrichment zone is of major interest, too. The influence of W concentration and

of implantation temperature on the enrichment of W has not yet been revealed. In this study

results from measurements of the influence of temperature on enrichment are presented and the

influence of W concentration on enrichment is discussed taking the erosion yields already pub-

lished in [24] into account.

In reference [25] the retention behaviour of a-C:W was already characterized and in this study

the data base and the interpretation is extended.

After some experimental details in section 2, the influence of implantation temperature on the

enrichment ofW and on the diffusion of D into depth is reported in section 3.1 and in section 3.2,

respectively. In section 3.3 the retention behaviour of a-C:W at 300K is reported and compared

to the retention behaviour of a-C and pyrolytic graphite at 300K. In section 3.4 the influence

of implantation temperature on the increase of the D inventory with fluence in 7.5%a-C:W is

presented and the retention behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W at 900 K is compared to the retention

behaviour of a-C and pyrolytic graphite at 900K.

In section 4.1 the influence of implantation temperature on the enrichment of W is discussed for

7.5%a-C:W and the influence of the W concentration is discussed for implantations at 300K.
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In section 4.2 and 4.3 the influence of the enrichment of W and of the diffusion of D into depth

is discussed for implantations at 300K and at elevated temperatures, respectively.

2 Experimental

2.1 Film deposition

Pure carbon films (a-C) and tungsten-containing carbon films (a-C:W) were produced by dual

magnetron sputter deposition [26]. A commercial multi magnetron sputter devices was used

(Denton Vacuum Discovery 18). Si (100) wafer fragments of 12x15mm2 size were used as

substrate material, which allows the heat treatment of specimen during D beam exposure. It

was shown that the silicon substrate has no influence on the structure of the C matrix and on the

W-C-chemistry inside the film for temperatures of 1300K and below [16]. Before the deposition

process, silicon substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.

For the deposition process W (purity of 99.95%) and graphite (purity of 99.999%) were used

as targets. The power at the graphite cathode was supplied by a RF generator (fixed at 500 W).

The W concentration was adjusted by selecting a low power between 2W and 10W for the

DC discharge at the W cathode. Films with W concentrations between 2.5at% and 7.5at% were

produced. Tungsten concentrations are given in atomic per cent throughout the paper. After four

hours of film deposition, a film thickness of ∼0.8 -1μm (obtained from profilometry [16]) was

reached, which is the typical thickness of the films investigated.

The areal density of films and the W concentration was determined by Rutherford backscatter-

ing spectrometry with 4He at 4MeV (angle of incidence 0◦, scattering angle 165◦). The areal

densities and the W concentrations obtained at different positions on the specimen were aver-

aged. The averaged values had a standard deviation of 10% and 5%, respectively. The atomic

density of the films (unit at/cm3) was obtained by relating the areal density (unit 1018 at/cm2) to

the film thickness. The atomic density for a-C as well as for a-C:W varies between 9·1022 at/cm3
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and 10·1022 at/cm3, without respect to the W concentration. These values are between the value

for a-C:D (9·1022 at/cm3) and for the theoretical atomic density of graphite (11·1022 at/cm3).

The concentration of impurities, such as oxygen, aluminium and argon, was below 2at%.

As reference material, pyrolytic graphite was used (Grade HPG, Union Carbide; atomic den-

sity of ∼10.7·1022 at/cm3). The graphite planes show a mosaic spread of 20◦ [27]. Plates of

12x15 mm2 size with 1mm in thickness were cut with their surface aligned parallel to the

graphite planes. The surface was polished with a diamond paste and cleaned in ultrasonic bath.

2.2 Specimen exposure

The D beam is provided by the Garching high current ion source [15]. It produces a D+
3 ion

beam of a flux of 1.2·1015 D/cm2s [25], by extracting and accelerating the D+
3 ions from the ion

source (Oak Ridge type high current injector).

Through the application of a high acceleration voltage, e.g., 3600V, a high current density is

provided. Inside the target chamber the ion beam is decelerated by a positive bias of 3000V

applied at the target. The D+
3 ion beam is neutralized by an electron cloud at the specimens

surface. Thereby, it splits off into three D atoms. For a D+
3 ion beam accelerated to 3600eV and

decelerated by 3000V this results in an energy of 200 eV per D atom. Nevertheless, before the

D+
3 ion beam hits the specimen, portions of the beam are neutralized, e.g., at the two apertures

in the target chamber. In the incident D beam two particle species simultaneously exist, D+
3 ions

and neutrals (concentration: 10% averaged over the specimen area and about 5% at the reference

zone [24,25]). In contrast to the D+
3 ions, the neutrals are not decelerated by the bias voltage.

This leads to an implantation energy of 1200 eV/D for the neutrals. In this context, the term

200eV D beam exposure always implicates a coaction of 200eV and 1200eV deuterium.

The experimental setup gives the possibility to count the charge accumulated by the D+
3 ions

[15]. From the accumulated charge Q (Cb) the total number of impacting D atoms can be cal-

culated, taking into account that an elementary charge e (1.6·10−19 Cb) is shared by three D
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atoms. By referring the total number of impacting D atoms to an unit area A (cm2), a fluence

Φ (D/cm2) of incident D can be calculated. The evaluation of the unit area is described in [25],

yielding to a value of 0.57 cm2 for the unit area. This unit area can be identified by an effective

area of the erosion spot.

The specimen can be heated by electron bombardment from the rear. The electrons are emitted

from a W filament, which is grounded, and accelerated towards the rear side of the specimen,

by the positive bias of 3000V applied at the target. The emission current can be increased up

to 25mA. For a-C and a-C:W deposited on a silicon substrate temperatures up to 1300K are

possible. Before the D beam exposure, the specimens were pre-annealed at ∼1300K for 15

min. During the pre-annealing the temperature of the glowing specimen was measured by a fil-

ament pyrometer. During the D beam exposure, the temperature of the specimen was monitored

by a infrared pyrometer, which was calibrated during the pre-annealing against the filament

pyrometer with an accuracy of ±50K.

2.3 Characterization technique: Ion beam analysis

After exposing specimens to the D beam, retention and enrichment were analysed by ion beam

analysis (IBA). Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) was performed to obtain the total amount of

retained D per unit area (D inventory) and depth profiles of retained D. The depth profiles of

W were obtained by applying Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) under a scattering

angle of 165◦.

(Note that all IBA data were obtained at the reference zone and related to the fluence of incident

D; details of this method are described in [25]. The reference zone yields the respective fluence

value with an accuracy of 16%.)
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2.3.1 Total amount of retained D

The total amount of retained D per unit area (D inventory) was evaluated by integration of

the sharp proton peak in the energy spectrum of protons from the 800keV D(3He,p)4He nuclear

reaction (scattering angle 135◦; angle of incidence 0◦), using the “Möller-Besenbacher” reaction

cross section [28].

To determine the total amount of retained D per unit area, in each analysing experiment a

one-dimensional scan was performed by the analysing beam, whereby a series of single val-

ues of the total amount of retained D was collected. Single values generated on a part of the

scan overlapping with the reference zone were averaged, resulting in an averaged amount of

retained D. The averaged amount of retained D a standard derivation and thus a relative error

was assigned. The relative error was defined as accuracy. The accuracy of the total amount of

retained D per unit area is 10%.

The information depth of this analysing techniques is ∼1μm. Since this value slightly exceeds

the thickness of the films and since each D depth profile, obtainded from 7.5%a-C:W exposed

to the D beam at 300 - 900K, shows that more than 95% of the retained D is located within the

first 500nm below the surface (i.e., D does not diffuse into the substrate and the films contain

the total D inventory), the detectable amount of retained D does not depend on film thickness.

2.3.2 Analysis of depth profiles of W and D

During the D beam exposure, sputtering processes lead to a loss of C atoms near the surface.

With increasing fluence, a subsurface layer enriched with W builds up due to preferential sput-

tering of C. This layer is denoted as the W enrichment zone. However, after the implantation

zone is saturated with D, portions of additional D reach depths beyond the implantation zone.

Two depth profiles can be found for a specimen, one for the D content and one for the W con-

tent. The depth profile of D is gained from the energy spectrum of the alpha particles originating

from the 800keV D(3He,4He)p nuclear reaction (scattering angle 102◦; angle of incidence 0◦),
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which will be denoted by NRA spectrum in the following. The depth profile of W is gained

from the energy spectrum of the alpha particles originating from the 1MeV W(4He,4He)W

Rutherford backscattering process (scattering angle 165◦; angle of incidence 70◦), which will

be denoted by RBS spectrum in the following. Both energy spectra were converted into depth

profiles using SIMNRA software [29].

Depth profiles of W and of D were analysed for the specimens implanted at different tempera-

tures (300K-1100 K) and at a fluence of ∼1020 D/cm2. (Note that only specimens, which were

implanted at a fluence of ∼1020 D/cm2, were analysed, since it was expected that the width of

the enrichment zone and the diffusion depth were sufficiently large, after implantations at a flu-

ence of ∼1020 D/cm2, to give good prospects in avoiding problems with the depth resolution.)

Thus, a temperature dependences of the width and the composition of the enrichment zone, and

of the diffusion depth and the D concentration was evaluated.

For the depth profiles of W and D, the uncertainty of a depth is given by the depth resolution at

depth; the depth, which is just larger than the depth resolution at the surface, is denoted as the

resolvable depth in the following. The depth resolution, which depends on target composition

(i.e. the result of the analysis of the W depth profiles) and experimental setup, can be estimated

by using RESOLNRA software [30]. Note that RESOLNRA gives depth resolution and depth

in the unit 1018 at/cm2. The unit 1018 at/cm2 was converted into the unit nanometre, by using the

literature data of atomic densities given in [31] (1·1018 at/cm2 equals 88 nm for C and 158 nm

for W; assuming a dense material, i.e., graphite for C and bulk W for W, respectively).

For the evaluation of the depth profiles of W and D surface roughness was taken into account by

applying atomic force microscopy (see appendix A). Since the influence of parameters such as

W concentration, implantation temperature and fluence on the evolution of surface roughness is

not known, it was necessary to figure out, for each specimen, whether it is possible to neglect

multiple surface crossings [29] and thus to convert the RBS and the NRA spectrum into a depth

profile of W and of D, respectively. Another important aspect of roughness lies in its influence

on the depth resolution [29]. A rough surface may be described as a superposition of different
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film thicknesses, with a Gaussian thickness distribution corresponding to the full width of half

maximum of surface roughness (FWHM of surface roughness) [29]. Some of these thickness

values may be lower than the resolvable depth.

2.4 Thermal desorption spectroscopy

For a-C and a-C:W (containing 2.5% and 7.5% of W), which were exposed to the D beam at a

fluence of 1017 D/cm2, 1019 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2, thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) was

performed in the experimental device “Thermal Effusion Spectroscopy Setup” (TESS) [32], in

order to observe the trapping behaviour of a-C:W and a-C. The remote UHV oven setup was

used, and the sample temperature was calibrated as described in [32]. During the acquisition

of the TDS spectra, the temperature was ramped up to 1300K with a temperature ramp rate

of 15K/min. The maximum temperature was held constant for 30min. The HD signal, the D2

signal, the CD4 signal (neglecting small contributions of D2O to the mass 20 signal) and the

signals of heavy hydrocarbons were detected. The D2 signal and the CD4 signal were calibrated

with a calibration leak. Calibration of the HD signal and the signals of the heavier hydrocarbons

was not performed.

3 Results

3.1 Enrichment of W: Depth profiles

Results of investigations on the changes of width and the composition of the W enrichment

zone with temperature are presented and discussed in the following. W enrichment is expected

to affect the retention behaviour, but is difficult to quantify because of problems with the depth

resolution, which will be discussed in the following.

Since the RBS spectra of each 7.5 a-C:W implanted at 300 - 1100K are not affected by mul-
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tiple surface crossings (see appendix A), the RBS spectra were fitted by applying SIMNRA

software [29]. The resolvable depth was estimated for each RBS spectrum of the analysed spec-

imens by applying RESOLNRA software [30] for the respective target composition. This value

was compared to the width of the W enrichment zone. In performing this comparison it needs

to be kept in mind that an uncertainty remains for the width of the W enrichment zone. The

sum of the squares of the half of the depth resolution and the half of the FWHM of the surface

roughness was defined as measure for the uncertainty of the width of the W enrichment zone.

Note, the W concentration slightly influences the resolvable depth. The accuracy of the W con-

centration is determined by the accuracy of the integration of the W peak in the RBS spectrum.

The accuracy of the peak integration is dominated by the accuracy of the charge integration in

the RBS experiment, which obtains a value of 5%. However, the influence of the accuracy of

the W concentration on the resolvable depth and thus on the accuracy of the width of the W

enrichment zone was neglected.

In figure 1, the important length scales for the evolution of the depth profiles are shown. Two

horizontal lines indicate the width of the ion range of 200 eV and 1.2 keV D in pure W (6.3 nm

and 16nm, respectively [33]). At 700K and below, all length scales are close together. The width

of the enrichment zone slightly decrease between 300K (11 nm) and 700K (8 nm). Taking the

error of±5nm into account, it is not possible to decide for any of the data points between 300K

and 700K whether the width of the W enrichment zone is just resolvable or just unresolvable.

Note that at 700K and below, the width of the error bar (10nm) matches the difference between

the width of the ion range of 200eV D (6.3nm) and of 1.2keV D in pure W (16nm). Therefore,

a range must be given for the width of the W enrichment zone for temperatures at 700K and

below, which is given by the width of the ion range at 1.2 keV as the upper limit and at 200 eV

as the lower limit. In order to fit the W peak at 300 K and at 500 K for different widths of

the W enrichment zone within this range, the W concentration must obtain values above 90%.

The W concentration is very close to 100% and the width of the enrichment zone matches the

width of ion range at 300K and at 500K so that the W enrichment zone appears to be in steady

state at 500K and below. However, in fitting the W peak at 700K for different widths of the W
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enrichment zone within 6.3nm-16nm, the W concentration must obtain values between 70%

and 80%, i.e., around 75%. Above 700K, the width of the enrichment zone drastically increases

with temperature above the width of the ion range at 1.2 keV, above the resolvable depth and

above the half value of the FWHM, while the latter value also shows a clear increase with

temperature. It is obvious that the width of the W enrichment zone is larger than the resolvable

depth at 900K as well as at 1100K. The W concentration decreases monotonically to 60% at

900K and finally to 35% at 1100K.

3.2 Diffusion of D: Depth profiles

In the subsection 3.2.1 the influence of temperature on the D saturation level inside the im-

plantation zone and on the depth distribution of D is investigated qualitatively. The influence of

temperature on the depth distribution of D is quantified in the subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Diffusion and Trapping

The energy spectrum of alpha particles, emerging from the 800 keV D(3He,4He)p nuclear re-

action (angle of incidence 0◦), is influenced by the depth distribution of D as well as by the

correlation effects of surface roughness, e.g., multiple surface crossings [29]. During the D

beam exposure, the change in surface roughness with the amount of incident D as well as the

depth distribution of D may depend on the specimen temperature. Therefore, a special inves-

tigation was performed in order to figure out whether it is, in principle, possible to analyse a

depth profile of D, which was obtained from a-C:W implanted with D, by performing NRA.

Thereby, the main issue was to figure out whether the shape of the NRA spectrum is dominated

by the influence of surface roughness or by the influence of depth profile of D. The solution of

this attempt is based on the following method, of which the basic idea is described first and the

experimental details are described afterwards:

Within the framework of this investigation, a set of specimens was exposed to the D beam in two
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steps. For the first step, fixed parameters (e.g. fluence, temperature) were chosen for each spec-

imen exposed to the D beam, so that each of the specimens would exhibit the same roughness

and the same D depth profile just at the beginning of the second step. In the second step, each

of the specimens was exposed to the D beam at its own set of parameters (e.g. fluence, temper-

ature). Specifically from the low fluences applied in the second step it was expected to change

the D depth profile produced in the first step, without changing the roughness. Note, roughness

would lead to a tail towards lower energies in the NRA spectrum [29]. With increasing fluence

this tail must change its extent to lower energies, if roughness changed [29]. If roughness re-

mains constant - which was expected - the intensity of the tail must increase in equal portions

along the whole energy spectrum [29]. On the other hand, if the D depth profile dominates the

shape of the NRA spectrum, the NRA spectrum would be changed in a certain energy range.

This energy range represents a depth range, which exhibits a changed D content.

a-C:W, containing 7.5% W, were implanted at a temperature of 900 K and at a fluence of

1018D/cm2. At this fluence either the heat treatment or the D beam exposure was stopped. If the

heat treatment was stopped, D was implanted at additional fluences up to ∼1017 D/cm2, while

the temperature was decreasing exponentially (relaxation time ∼90 s). If the D beam exposure

was stopped, the heat treatment was continued for different time spans up to 36 s. Alternatively

the time span was held constant at 300 s and the temperature was increased once to 1100K and

for another exposure to 1300K. For a comparison the heat treatment and the D beam exposure

were stopped simultaneously.

Figure 2 depicts the NRA spectra of 7.5%a-C:W used for this specific investigation. The in-

tensity of detected alpha particles is plotted over the energy of ejected alpha particles, in a

sufficiently large range between 1.75MeV and 3.25MeV. For the specimens implanted at 900K

and at a fluence of 1018D/cm2 a continuum is visible between∼2.0MeV and∼3.0MeV. For the

specimens implanted at different fluences above 1018 D/cm2 (figure 2 (a)) this continuum is su-

perposed by a peak at high energies, just below 3.0MeV. The intensity of the peak increases with

increasing fluence and decreasing temperature, while the extent of the continuum into depth and
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the intensity of the continuum are constant with changing fluence and temperature. This means,

the shape of the NRA spectrum changed over a small energy range below 3.0MeV, of less than

0.25MeV. As previously mentioned, this kind of change of the NRA spectrum is caused by a

changed D depth profile. Changes, which may originate from the influence of surface roughness

can be excluded. For the specimens heat treated at 900K after exposure (figure 2 (b)) the shape

of the NRA spectrum did not change with time. Heat treatment above 900K (figure2 (c)) led to

a decrease of the intensity of the continuum with increasing temperature, not in equal portions

along the whole NRA spectrum but pronounced at high energies. The extent of the continuum

to lower energies did not change. This kind of change of the NRA spectrum is also expected

to be due to a changed D depth profile. Changes, which may originate from the influence of

surface roughness can be excluded in this case as well.

The following conclusion can be drawn:

For the specimens in this particular investigation, the NRA spectra were not predominantly

influenced by surface roughness. Therefore, the correlation effects of surface roughness, e.g.,

multiple surface crossings, can be neglected here and thus it is possible to convert these NRA

spectra into depth profiles of retained D.

Furthermore, these results lead to the following interpretations:

(1) The peak near the surface (<70 nm) in figure 2 (a), which was increasing with decreas-

ing temperature, is caused by an accumulation of D at surface near zones, which can be

reached by energetic D. This is interpreted in the following way: Bonding states with a

lower binding energy than the thermal energy at 900K, which were unoccupied before de-

creasing the temperature, were becoming occupied during the decrease of the temperature;

the saturation level of the implantation zone is lowered at 900K compared to 300K.

(2) Before the decrease of the temperature, D was able to reach depths (≤600nm; figure2(a)),

which are beyond the peak near the surface and thus can not be reached by energetic D.
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Consequently, it can be concluded that the tail to lower energies in the NRA spectrum is

caused by a diffusive process of D into depth (∼90% of the total inventory), i.e., a-C:W

allows a kind of diffusive transport of D into depths beyond the implantation zone. (Note

that these depths will be denoted as the diffusion depth in the following.)

(3) Bonding states occupied at 900K during beam exposure are not depleted after the exposure

is stopped (figure 2 (b)). This interpretation is confirmed by the release of D towards the

surface after the heat treatment at 1300K (figure 2 (c)). Additional bonding states, which

were occupied at 1100K, were depleted raising the temperature above 1100K.

(4) Heat treatment at 1100K and at 1300K (figure 2 (c)) showed a diffusive transport of D,

which is directed towards the surface without the presence of an impacting D beam. In

other words, the presence of a D beam is a necessary condition for the diffusive transport

of D into depth.

3.2.2 Influence of temperature on the diffusion depth

Analysis of the D depth profiles obtained from 7.5%a-C:W, implanted at 300 - 900K and at

∼1020 D/cm2, aimed to quantify the influence of temperature on the diffusion depth.

Figure 3 shows a temperature series of the NRA spectra of 7.5%a-C:W. The intensity of de-

tected alpha particles is plotted over the energy of backscattered alpha particles. The peaks

originate from alpha particles from the D(3He,4He)p nuclear reaction at 800keV [34]. In some

cases a pile up (e.g. at 900 K; 0.8MeV-2.1MeV) is present at low energies [34].

Since the NRA spectra of each 7.5 a-C:W implanted at 300 - 900K are not affected by multiple

surface crossings (see appendix A), the NRA spectra were fitted by applying SIMNRA software

[29]. Results of the fits, the diffusion depth and the D concentration for each specimen of the

temperature series are given in figure 4. The two horizontal, dotted lines mark the range for the

width of the implantation zone. At 700K two data points are given for the diffusion depth and

for the D concentration, respectively, one for the surface peak and one for the tail (see inlet in
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figure4 (a)).

At 300K and at 700K the peak, which would correspond to the implantation zone, is smeared

out to the resolvable depth of 50 nm and 60nm, respectively. Portions of D, which were trans-

ported by diffusive processes from the implantation zone into depths below this range, can not

be distinguished from D trapped in the implantation zone. Therefore, high energetic peaks are

Gaussian shaped and the D concentrations found by SIMNRA fits (0.05 at 300K and 0.02 at

700K) are averaged values over this depth range. The tail at 700K, on the other hand, is due to a

diffusive transport of D into depths beyond the resolvable depth of 60nm. This can be estimated

by looking at the NRA spectrum at 700K. Alphas with lower energies than the low energy edge

of the peak at 700K (∼2.8MeV) are originated from depths beyond 60nm. The tail extends to

depths around 0.5 μm. This value is far beyond the resolvable depth and, therefore, slight dif-

ferences of film thickness caused by surface roughness (FWHM of∼5nm; see appendix A) can

be neglected. 50% of the D inventory are trapped inside the first 60nm and a portion of 50% is

trapped in a further 440nm. At 900K the resolvable depth (∼100nm, due to the low W content

in enrichment zone) is larger than the width of the enrichment zone (∼50nm). Consequently, it

is not possible to distinguished between D trapped in the implantation, in the enrichment zone

or beyond. Furthermore, it is not possible to distinguish between D trapped below the resolvable

depth (100 nm) and D trapped at larger depths, since a wide, homogeneous peak is observed,

which points to a rather homogeneous depth distribution of the D concentration. This peak ex-

tends to depths of ∼0.5 μm, i.e., to the same depth range as already observed at 700K. The

averaged D concentration is 2% and thus larger than the average D concentration of 0.3% in the

tail at 700K. About 80% of the D inventory are trapped beyond the resolvable depth at 900K.

For the diffusion depths and the averaged D concentrations, of course, uncertainties exist, which

rise from the uncertainty of the analysing method. The uncertainty of the D concentration is

given by the uncertainty of the integration of the D peak in the NRA spectrum. The uncertainty

of the peak integration is dominated by the uncertainty of the differential cross section dσ /dΩ

of the 800 keV D(3He,4He)p nuclear reaction, which is not larger than 25%. Estimating accu-
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racies for the diffusion depths, surface roughness can be neglected (see appendix A). For each

temperature the half value of the FWHM of the surface roughness is small against the diffusion

depth (<10%). So these values are not given in figure 4. For the uncertainty of the diffusion

depth, the depth resolution at depth can serve as first order approximation.

3.3 Influence of W on D inventory at 300K

3.3.1 Fluence dependence of the D inventory at 300K

Figure 5 shows the amount of retained D, nD, as function of the fluence Φ of incident D in the

range between ∼1016 D/cm2 and ∼1020 D/cm2, for pyrolytic graphite, a-C and a-C:W with W

concentrations of 2.5% and 7.5%, and for an enriched 7.5%a-C:W (discussed in subsection

3.3.2). Additionally, a solid line is shown, which has a slope of 100%. Along this line the D

inventory equals the fluence of incident D, i.e., 100% of the incoming D are retained. Taking

reflection of the incoming D beam into account the gradient of this line is reduced by the value

of the reflection coefficient, e.g., 17% for C (dotted line) and 55% for W (dashed line) [35].

Data points obtained for pyrolytic graphite in this study show a fluence dependence, which is

determined by processes already observed in graphites and well known in literature [20,36]:

Below a fluence of 3·1016 D/cm2, the data points of pyrolytic graphite are close to the dotted

line (17% reflection), taking an accuracy of 10% and 16% for the D inventory and for the

fluence, respectively, into account. This means, 100% of the trapped portion of the incoming

beam are retained within the width of ion range (the implantation zone). For fluences between

3·1016 D/cm2 and 1·1017 D/cm2 data points follow a curve rather than a line through the origin.

With increasing fluence the D inventory increases along this curve and the gradient of the curve

decreases. This is interpreted as the saturation of the implantation zone at fluences between

3·1016 D/cm2 and 1·1017 D/cm2 (saturation level of 3.5 - 4.5·1016 D/cm2). Above a fluence of

1·1017 D/cm2, the data points follow a line in a double logarithmic scale and it is possible to

fit data points by the power law ΦX . In this study (200 eV D beam exposure) the magnitude
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X obtains the value 0.10 ± 0.02. This kind of increase of the D inventory is interpreted to be

driven by a diffusive process of D into depth (a diffusive transport of D into depth), which is

retarded by bonding processes between D and C [20,36]. (Note that this diffusive process of D

into depth will be denoted as the diffusion of D into depth in the following.)

Below a fluence of 4·1016 D/cm2, the D inventory of a-C and a-C:W can not be distinguished

from the D inventory of pyrolytic graphite, within the accuracies mentioned. Therefore, a-C:W

does not exhibit an intrinsically changed reflection coefficient compared to pyrolytic graphite

(17%) for W concentrations of 7.5% and below.

At a fluence of 1017 D/cm2 the D inventory in a-C is not different compared to the pyrolytic

graphite, but the D inventory in a-C:W is slightly lower than in pyrolytic graphite. For instance,

in 7.5%a-C:W the D inventory is lowered by about 1·1016 D/cm2 compared to the D inventory in

pyrolytic graphite. It appears that the saturation ratio is slightly decreased in a-C:W, compared

to pyrolytic graphite. At a fluence of 1019 D/cm2 the D inventory in 7.5%a-C:W is also lowered

by about 1·1016 D/cm2 compared to the D inventory in pyrolytic graphite. In the fluence range

between 1017 D/cm2 and 1019 D/cm2, the increase of the D inventory of a-C and a-C:W (2.5%

and 7.5%) can not be distinguished from the increase of the D inventory of pyrolytic graphite.

a-C, 2.5%a-C:W and 7.5%a-C:W do not exhibit a significantly changed retention behaviour up

to a fluence of 1019 D/cm2 compared to the pyrolytic graphite.

Above 1019 D/cm2, the D inventory depends strongly on the W concentration. For 2.5%a-C:W

the D amount rises to higher values at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 compared to pyrolytic graphite.

In contrast, for 7.5%a-C:W the amount of retained D is reduced to the half value of pyrolytic

graphite at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2. Both effects, the increase of the D inventory for 2.5%a-C:W

and the decrease of the D inventory for 7.5%a-C:W, above a fluence of 1019 D/cm2, are repro-

ducible. Note it appears that data points of 7.5%a-C:W follow a curve, which shows a minimum

at a fluence of 8·1019 D/cm2 and increases again above this minimum with further increasing

fluence. The curve proceeding, however, must be presumed as a trend, since the difference of the

D inventory of neighbouring data points is not significant, within the accuracy of 10%. For a-C,
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however, the D inventory increases monotonically above a fluence of 1019 D/cm2. Therefore, it

is possible to compare results with results obtained for pyrolytic graphite by the magnitude X

in the power law ΦX , in the fluence range between 1017 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2. The magnitude

X results in a value of 0.12 ± 0.01 for a-C. This value can not be distinguished from the value

obtained for pyrolytic graphite, which has an error bar of ± 0.02.

Note that in [25] only two data points exist for the 7.5%a-C:W, i.e., at a fluence of 1017 D/cm2

and at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2. In the mean time, the fluence range in between was filled by

additional data points. So, the resulting curve is different to that fluence dependence of the D

inventory of 7.5%a-C:W, which was suggested in [25] to follow Φ0.05. An explanation for this

difference may be given by the influence of the W enrichment zone on the increase of the D

inventory with fluence, which will be discussed in section 4.2

3.3.2 D inventory of enriched a-C:W at 300K

For studying the influence of the W enrichment zone on the fluence dependence of the D inven-

tory, 7.5%a-C:W were exposed to a 200eV D beam at 300K and at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2, to

create a W enrichment zone in steady state (see section 4.1.2). Then these enriched 7.5%a-C:W

were in-situ outgased at 1300K. These enriched 7.5%a-C:W were implanted in the 2nd run of

a D beam exposure at 300K and at different fluences between 1016 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2, and

the retained amount was measured. NRA measurements on an outgased specimen, before the

2nd exposure to the D beam, showed that ∼0.1% of the D from the first run remained in the

films. This amount can be neglected compared to the inventory after the 2nd exposure to the D

beam.

The D inventories of the 2nd exposure are given in figure5, labeled as the enriched 7.5%a-C:W.

At fluences below 1016 D/cm2, the reflection coefficient seems to be close to 55%, i.e., the value

for W. At a fluence of 1016 D/cm2 and above, the D inventory tends to follow a curve rather

than a line. Since the data point at a fluence of 1016 D/cm2 is still close to the dashed line, the
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implantation zone appears to become saturated with D at this fluence. The D content in the

saturated implantation zone of the enriched 7.5%a-C:W (saturation level of ∼3 -6·1015 D/cm2)

is nearly an order of magnitude lower than the D content in the saturated implantation zone

of the non-enriched 7.5%a-C:W. This leads to a saturation ratio of D/W of 0.03 - 0.15, assum-

ing an amount of W in the enrichment zone of 40 - 100·1015 at/cm2. This means, the saturation

behaviour inside the implantation zone is dominated by W. At fluences above 1016 D/cm2, how-

ever, the D inventory increases with fluence, but does not reach a limit.

3.3.3 Binding energy in a-C:W

Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) was performed in order to compare the trapping be-

haviour of a-C and a-C:W, regarding the influence of C bondings in the vicinity of aW carbide bonding

and the influence of the enrichment. The trapping behaviour of a-C and a-C:Wwill be compared

to the respective trends observed for fluence dependences of the D retention, especially above a

fluence of 1019 D/cm2.

Regarding the interpretation of the TDS spectra, the temperature axis is supposed to depend

only on the bonding energies, without taking the effect of diffusion on the position of peaks into

account. In figure 6 (a) /(b) a concentration series of the temperature dependence of the D2 and

the CD4 signal for a-C and a-C:W, implanted at 1020 D/cm2, is depicted (in (a):D2 amount, in

(b):CD4 amount).

Regarding the D2 signal (figure6(a)), the peak maximum shifts to lower temperatures for a-C:W

(up to ∼200K compared to a-C). The maximum decreases from ∼900K to ∼850K increasing

the W concentration from 2.5% to 7.5%, i.e., D was bonded at lower energies. Regarding the

peak widths of the concentration series, 7.5%a-C:W shows the lowest value (∼300K); only a

small range of bonding energies was occupied. The peak width of a-C (∼400K) is larger and
thus a larger range of bonding energies was occupied. The largest peak width among the a-C:W

are obtained for 2.5%a-C:W (∼400K), including ranges of binding energies of a-C and 7.5%a-
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C:W. For 2.5%a-C:W both W like and C like ranges of bonding energies were occupied. This

is in convolution with a large amount of retained D, observed in 2.5%a-C:W, and a low amount

observed in 7.5%a-C:W, at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2.

Figure7 shows the temperature dependence of the D2 signal for (a)a-C, (b)2.5%a-C:W, (c)7.5%a-C:W,

implanted at different fluences (1017 D/cm2, 1019 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2). A rather weak change

of the peak width with increasing fluence is observed for a-C. For a-C an increase of the D

inventory with fluence is observable as an increase of the signal intensity along the entire tem-

perature range. For a-C:W, on the other hand, the peak width changes with increasing fluence,

besides the increase of the signal intensity with fluence. Increasing the fluence from 1019D/cm2

to 1020 D/cm2, the peak width increases for 2.5%a-C:W and it decreases for 7.5%a-C:W. This

is in convolution with an increase of the D inventory for 2.5%a-C:W and in a decreases of the

D inventory for 7.5%a-C:W. Note that the origin of the spike at ∼1050K for 7.5%a-C:W (of

the milder spikes for 1%a-C:W and 2.5%a-C:W as well) is not known yet.

In addition to the D2 signal, the CD4 signal was recorded for all specimens mentioned above

(figure 6 (b)). The release of methane is one of the reaction steps described in Küppers cycle

[37–39]. This step describes a transition from a hydrogenated sp3 bond to a sp2 bond between C

atoms, which is thermally activated and occurs in absence of the D beam.

With increasing W concentration, the maximum of the CD4 signal shifts to lower temperatures,

by about 200K. In general, peak intensities of the CD4 signals obtain lower values compared

to the D2 signal (between 1/3 and 1/10). Peaks are symmetric and extended over a smaller tem-

perature range. The temperature difference between peak maximums is smaller. Despite these

minor differences, trends observed for the D2 signal were observed for the CD4 signal, too.

The peak maximum shifts to lower temperatures with increasing W concentration, indicating a

lowering of the activation energy of the methane release. The total amount of released methane

decreases with increasing W concentration as well.
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3.4 Influence of temperature on D inventory

Concerning the D retention behaviour, the influence of temperature on the increase of the D

inventory with fluence was investigated for a-C and 7.5%a-C:W.

3.4.1 Temperature series of fluence dependence of D inventory

Figure8 shows a temperature series between 300K and 1300K of the amount of retained D, nD,

a as function of the fluence Φ of incident D for 7.5%a-C:W. Additionally, a solid line through

the origin is shown, which has a slope of 100%.

At 300 K, data points are connected, which illustrates the curve shape already described in

section 3.3. At 500K two data points are given, at a fluence of 1017 D/cm2 and of 1020 D/cm2,

which match the data at 300K. This leads to the assumption that the inventory in the saturated

implantation zone is at 500 K not different to 300 K and, further to this, that the inventory

decreases again above a fluence of 1019 D/cm2 by the loss of bonded D through the emission of

volatile hydrocarbons, as previously observed at 300K.

At 700K the D inventory obtains lower values in the fluence range between∼5·1015 D/cm2 and

1020 D/cm2. Data points given at fluences between ∼5·1015 D/cm2 and 1·1017 D/cm2 do not

follow the line through the origin, but rather a curve. With increasing fluence the D inventory

increases along this curve and the gradient of the curve decreases. So the implantation zone

appears to become saturated at fluences between∼5·1015 D/cm2 and 1·1017 D/cm2. However, it

can not be decided from the data, at which fluence saturation of the implantation zone is finally

completed. Therefore, no fixed value can be given for the saturation level; rather a range must

be given: 6·1015 - 2·1016 D/cm2. For fluences above 1017 D/cm2 the increase of the D inventory

with fluence can be described by a power law ΦX , in good agreement with the experimental data.

The exponent X over the fluence Φ obtains a value of 0.12, which is in agreement of the value
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for a-C at 300K. Note that this only holds, if the implantation zone is saturated at 1017 D/cm2.

If saturation was completed already at lower fluences, the D inventory would increase stronger

with fluence at 700K, compared to 300K. The decrease of the D inventory for fluences above

1019 D/cm2, on the other hand, which is observable at 300 K, is not observable at 700 K. Due

to the low number of data points given it can not be decided, whether this lowering is less

pronounced or even does not exist at 700 K. Nevertheless, if the data point at a fluence of

1020 D/cm2 obtained a lower inventory due to enrichment, compared to the inventory at a fluence

of e.g. 1019 D/cm2, the D inventory would increase stronger with fluence (i.e., for fluences below

1019 D/cm2) than at 300K. Altogether, it is suggested that the D inventory increases stronger

with fluence at 700K than at 300K. Therefore, the diffusion of D would be enhanced at 700K,

which was already observed from the depth profiles of D (see section 3.2.2).

Above 700K, it is not possible to describe the increase of the D inventory with fluence by a

power law. Specifically at high fluences, data points can not be related to this kind of curve

progression, since the D inventory shows a non-monotonic increase with fluence, which is be-

coming very pronounced with increasing temperature. At 900K, the D inventory shows a mini-

mum at fluences of 1019 - 1020 D/cm2. Increasing the fluence from 1019 D/cm2 to 5·1019 D/cm2

the D inventory decreases more than a half order of magnitude from a level of 1017 D/cm2 to

4·1016 D/cm2. Increasing the fluence further to 1020 D/cm2 increases the D inventory again to

a level close to 1017 D/cm2. At 1100K, two data points exist at fluences around ∼1020 D/cm2,

which exhibit a lowered D inventory compared to the data point at a fluence of 1019 D/cm2. This

decrease is in line with the decrease already observed at 300K and at 900K, and confirms that

these values can not be interpreted as runaway values. Note that data evaluation performed in

the manner described in [25], leads to an accuracy of 10% for the D inventory and to an accu-

racy of 16% for the fluence of incident D. In figure 8, both error bars are added to data points

obtained at 900K. Further to this, it was ensured that the influence of temperature on trapping

and diffusion of D does not result in a discrepancy between the measured D inventory and the D

inventory at the very moment of the switch off of the D beam. For each implantation at elevated

temperatures heating of the specimen was stopped ∼0.5 s after the switch off of the D beam.
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It is known from a cross-checking experiment that D does not effuse from the specimen at im-

plantation temperature, after the switch off of the D beam (see section 3.2). From this result, an

effusion of D from the specimen can be excluded for at least a further 36 s of heat treatment at

constant temperature after the D beam exposure.

Since the respective fluence ranges can not be related to the underlaying processes, for implan-

tation temperatures above 700K, only trends can be observed. Curves in the graph are a guide

to the eye and try to illustrate overall trends for the saturation level and the increase of the D

inventory with fluence. Increasing the temperature from 700K to 1100K shows that trends al-

ready observed at lower temperatures are continued. At 900K the D inventory obtains lower

values compared to the case at 700K for fluences below 1017 D/cm2; the implantation zone is

saturated at lower fluences. Above the D inventory increases stronger than at 300K and thus

obtains values above the level at 300K, already at a fluence of 1018 D/cm2; the whole curve

progression is inclined. At 1100K trends are even more pronounced. The lowering of the D

inventory at low fluences is even stronger than at 900K. This means, the implantation zone

appears to become saturated already at very low fluences, outside the measurement range. At

a fluence of 1019 D/cm2, on the other hand, the D inventory obtains a value even larger than at

900K.

3.4.2 Influence of W inclusions and of C structure on accumulation of D at 900K

In a further step, the influence of W inclusions and the influence of the C structure on the D

retention were investigated at 900K. In figure 9, 7.5%a-C:W is compared to a-C and pyrolytic

graphite after the D beam exposure at 900K. Data obtained from implantations at 300K are

inserted for comparison. Since the specimens were heat treated at 1300K, a-C and a-C:W have

the same C structure [40]. Therefore, the influence of W is studied by comparing a-C:W with

a-C and the influence of the C material is studied by comparing a-C with pyrolytic graphite.

The D inventory of a-C implanted at 900K is shifted by about a half order of magnitude to

higher values, compared to pyrolytic graphite. But the increase of the D inventory with fluence
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for a-C and pyrolytic graphite can not be distinguished from each other.

Comparing a-C and 7.5%a-C:W, implanted at 900K, shows that the D inventory of 7.5%a-C:W

obtains the two-fold and the three-fold of the value of a-C at a fluence of 1017 D/cm2 and of

1019 D/cm2, respectivley. Therefore, the D inventory of a-C seems to exhibit a slightly decreased

increase with fluence compared to 7.5%a-C:W. This means, W inclusions lead to an intrinsic

change of the D retention behaviour at an implantation temperature of 900K, which is in contrast

to the behaviour observed at 300K, where all three materials exhibit the same behaviour except

around 1019 D/cm2.

4 Discussion

The tungsten enrichment affects the deuterium retention behaviour. Therefore, the retention

behaviour is discussed taking results from the investigations of the W enrichment into account.

4.1 Enrichment of W under D beam exposure

4.1.1 Influence of temperature on W enrichment

From the increase of the width of the enrichment zone at elevated temperatures far above the

width of the ion range, the question is raised whether it is possible to remove carbon (C) in the

form of volatile hydrocarbons from the whole depth, which matches the width of the enrichment

zone. C is removed from depths, which are not reached by energetic D. Therefore, one or several

processes must be thermally activated, which enable D and C to get in contact and thus to react

with each other. Two possibilities are discussed in the following:

If D and C get into contact and react with each other beyond the width of the ion range, one

can assume that thermalised D diffuses into depth and reacts with the undamaged C matrix,

i.e., that the thermal chemical erosion occurs at the undamaged C beyond the width of the ion
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range. The reactivity of the undamaged C depends on structure, i.e., on the amount of open

sp2 sites. While undamaged pyrolytic graphite exhibits a yield for the thermal chemical erosion

of an order of magnitude lower than pre-irradiated pyrolytic graphite, co-deposited C exhibits a

yield for the thermal chemical erosion in the same order of magnitude as pre-irradiated pyrolytic

graphite [41]. If a-C:W has a similar structure to co-deposited C, i.e., a similar amount of open

sp2 sites, the thermal chemical erosion is pronounced to a similar extent in the undamaged C

matrix as within the width of the ion range. In this case, one would expect that C reacts with

D over the entire diffusion depth of D, which extends up to 0.5 μm at 900K, and thus that

C is lost from depths up to 0.5 μm. From this point of view, however, it is unclear why the

width of the W enrichment zone, which is 50 nm at 900K, is considerably smaller than the

observed diffusion depth of 0.5 μm at 900K. This would mean that hydrocarbons are released

from depths matching the width of the enrichment zone but retained at depths beyond the width

of the enrichment zone. This problem, however, can not be clarified within the frame of this

study.

Further to this, the question is raised whether a process may be thermally activated, which en-

ables energetic D to get in contact with C from the depth. If energetic D can not reach C in the

depth, C from the depth must diffuse towards the width of the ion range. In literature studies ex-

ist, which examine thermal activated diffusion of C into W [42,43]; note that these studies were

not performed on a-C:W. In both studies, an increasing amount of C atoms diffused through W

into depth with increasing temperature. These examples show that thermally activated processes

were observed, in a system similar to a-C:W covered by a W enrichment zone. So, this result

may be transferable to the case of the formation of a W enrichment zone in a-C:W during the D

beam exposure at elevated temperatures. As soon as W is temporarily enriched over the width

of the ion range, the C concentration gradient may drive a diffusion of C, which is thermally

activated. In this case the temperature range, which exhibits a growing width of the enrichment

zone (above 700 K), would correspond to a temperature range, which exhibits an enhanced

diffusion of C in W.
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4.1.2 Influence of W concentration on W enrichment at 300 K

For a-C:W exposed to a 200 eV D beam at 300K and at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 it was shown

that the total yield of removed C is significantly reduced compared to pure carbon films (a-C)

[24]. This reduction is less sensitive on theW concentration and insensitive to the heat treatment

before the D beam exposure [24].

In literature two explanations can be found for a reduction of the total yield of C in metal-containing

carbon, a changed chemistry between C and D [44–47], on one hand, and the shielding effect

[23,45,48], on the other hand. The shielding effect, however, is the most widely used explana-

tion for a reduction of the total yield of removed C in metal-containing carbon [23,45,48]. This

effect suggests a fluence dependence of the erosion yield until a steady state is reached.

In this context the question raises, for which specimen from the concentration series, which was

obtained at 300K in [24], it can be expected that-already at a fluence of 1020D/cm2 -erosion and

retention behaviour are considerably affected by the presence of a W enrichment zone in steady

state. The fluence necessary to reach steady state for a specimen from the concentration series,

however, is not known. But it is possible to calculate a minimum amount of C, which needs to

be removed to reach steady state. If this minimum amount is larger than the measured amount

of removed C at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 (see [24]), it can be concluded that steady state has

not been reached. In steady state, the width of the enrichment zone and the W concentration do

not change with fluence of incident D, i.e., the enrichment zone contains a certain amount of W

atoms. By taking the amount of W atoms in the enrichment zone and the initial W concentration

into account, it is possible to calculate a minimum amount of removed C at steady state.

In table 1 values obtained for the minimum amount of removed C at steady state are compared

to measured amounts of removed C at 300K for the different W concentrations (taken from

[24]).

For a 200eV D beam, which contains 5% of 1.2keV neutrals, steady state has not been reached

for the W concentrations of 2.5% and below. Above 2.5%, however, it can not be concluded
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Initial W content (%) 1 2.5 4 6 7.5 15

Amount of removed C (1017 at/cm2)

- measured at 1020 D/cm2 [24] 19 19 31 31 23 18

- minimum at steady state (1.2 keV D) 100 40 25 17 13 7

Table 1

Comparison of the minimum amount of C to be removed to reach steady state to the measured amount

of removed C at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 and at 300K(see [24]). Multiple data points at a concentration

were averaged.

whether steady state has been reached, since the physical sputtering yield of W is considerable

around 1keV [15]. Therefore, additional amounts of C need to be removed to reach steady state.

The additional amount of removed C depends on the fluence, which needs to be accumulated to

reach steady state.

This result needs to be compared to results obtained from the analysis of the width and the

composition of the W enrichment zone (see section 3.1). For 7.5%a-C:W exposed to a 200 eV

D beam (containing 5% 1.2keV neutral particles) at 300K and at a fluence of 1020D/cm2 it was

shown that the W concentration in the enrichment zone is close to 100% and that the width of

the enrichment zone matches the width of the ion range; an enrichment zone has formed, which

is in steady state.

Altogether, from the analysis of the W enrichment zone and from the estimations mentioned

above it is known that for the W concentrations of 2.5% and below, the enrichment zone is not

in steady state, and that for the W concentrations of 7.5% and above, the W enrichment zone is

in steady state at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 (and at 300K).
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4.2 Influence of W on accumulation of D at 300K

From a comparison of the fluence dependence of the D inventory (under the 200eV D beam ex-

posure at 300 K) of a-C and a-C:W with the fluence dependence of the D inventory of pyrolytic

graphite it could be shown that the D retention behaviour of a-C and a-C:W is, in principal,

determined by the same processes, which are well known in literature to occur in graphites. In

the following the intrinsic effect of W and the effect of W enrichment on these processes will

be discussed.

4.2.1 Increase of the D inventory with fluence -Diffusion of D into depth

Above a fluence of 1·1017 D/cm2, the increase of the D inventory with fluence in a-C is inter-

preted to be caused by the diffusion of D into depth. It can be excluded from AFM analysis (see

appendix A) that roughening causes this increase of the D inventory with fluence. By applying

AFM it was shown that the difference of surface roughness for the different W concentrations

(i.e. the a-C:W implanted at a fluence of 1019 D/cm2) is even slightly above the extent of rough-

ening with increasing fluence in a-C (increasing the fluence from 1019 D/cm2 to 1020 D/cm2).

At a fluence of 1019 D/cm2, however, the D inventory can not be distinguished for the different

W concentrations. Therefore, differences of surface roughness in those magnitudes given in ap-

pendix A do not influence the D inventory. This observation must also be valid for increasing

the fluence on a-C from 1019 D/cm2 to 1020 D/cm2.

As-deposited a-C and a-C:W exhibit about the same increase of the D inventory with fluence

as pyrolytic graphite for fluences below 1019 D/cm2. By the TDS measurements it was shown

that W promotes the release of D at lower temperatures, in molecular form as well as bonded

in deuterated methane. This indicates an intrinsically changed trapping behaviour for a-C:W.

Nevertheless, an intrinsically changed trapping behaviour does not result in a changed increase

of the D inventory with fluence at 300K and at fluences below 1019 D/cm2.
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By applying TDS measurements, a fluence dependence of the trapping behaviour of a-C:W

was observed and it is possible to identify changes in the trapping behaviour with fluence as

cause for the fluence dependence of the D retention. For fluences of 1019 D/cm2 and below all

materials show a common property: Unoccupied bonding states are occupied with increasing

fluence, which is observable as an increase of the overall intensity of the D2 signal in all TDS

spectra. The occupation of unoccupied bonding states certainly enables the total amount of re-

tained D to increase with fluence. At fluences between 1017 D/cm2 and 1019 D/cm2, when all

bonding states in the implantation zone are occupied, further occupation of bonding states oc-

curs at larger depths. This requires the diffusion of D into depth. In this case, the diffusion of

D into depth at 300K is not different between a C material, which exhibits a graphite structure

(pyrolytic graphite), and a C material, which exhibits an amorphous structure (a-C). Further-

more, the diffusion of D into depth is not affected by the W inclusions and thus by a changed

trapping behaviour observed in a-C:W.

4.2.2 Increase of the D inventory with fluence -Enrichment

For fluences between 1019 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2 the increase of the D inventory with fluence

in a-C:W is not dominated by the diffusion of D into depth. In this fluence range the increase

of the D inventory depends strongly on the W concentration. For the concentration dependence

of the D inventory an explanation can be given by TDS experiments, by analyses of surface

roughness as well as by analyses of the W enrichment zone.

By TDS experiments it was possible to compare the energy range of bonding states, which

are occupied with D in a-C and a-C:W. In 2.5%a-C:W the energy range of occupied bonding

states has the same magnitude as in a-C. In 7.5%a-C:W it is decreased below the range in a-C.

For 2.5%a-C:W surface roughness increases clearly with increasing fluence from 1019 D/cm2

to 1020 D/cm2, which is observable as an increase of the RMS value and the surface area to

the 10-fold and to the 1.17-fold, respectively. An increase of the surface area to the 1.17-fold
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leads to an increase of the implantation volume by the same factor. This increase, however, is

not sufficient to explain the doubling of the D inventory with fluence. Another explanation may

be given by the erosion behaviour. It was shown that the total yield of C is clearly reduced

in 1%a-C:W and 2.5%a-C:W compared to a-C [24]. Additionally, it was shown that the en-

richment zone is not in steady state at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 for 1%a-C:W and 2.5%a-C:W,

which is also observable in an enlarged magnitude of the energy range of occupied bonding

states (i.e., it covers the range observed in TDS spectra for a-C as well as the range observed

for 7.5%a-C:W). This means that an enlarged amount of bonded D is present, of which only

low portions are released through the formation of volatile hydrocarbons. Major portions are

trapped, which leads to a strong increase of the D inventory.

For 7.5%a-C:W the RMS value and the surface area decrease with increasing fluence (1019 D/cm2 -

1020 D/cm2) to the 0.65-fold (from 3.7 nm to 2.4 nm) and to the 0.98-fold (from 4.14 μ m2 to

4.05μ m2), respectively. But this does not explain the reduction of the D inventory. Similarly to

the situation mentioned for a-C, small changes in surface roughness with fluence do not lead to

a change of the D inventory. In fact, for 7.5%a-C:W a surface enriched to 100% W is formed

over the width of the ion range, increasing the fluence from 1019 D/cm2 to 1020 D/cm2. This may

be confirmed by the following assessment: Under the assumption that an averaged C erosion

yield of ∼2% (see [24]; 7.5%a-C:W) is close to the erosion yield at a fluence of 1019 D/cm2, a

C layer of about 20 nm would have been removed at a fluence of 1019 D/cm2, leaving behind a

W enrichment zone with a width of about 2 nm. Since the width of the ion range is 5.5 nm in

pure C and 6.3 nm in pure W, for a 200 eV/D beam, D atoms are able to reach the unaffected

C matrix, where they are trapped at a D/C ration of 0.4. At a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 the W en-

richment zone is in steady state for 7.5%a-C:W. The width of the enrichment zone matches the

width of the ion range; the W concentration is close to 100% (see section 4.1.2). In this case

the impacting D beam is stopped and thermalised inside the enrichment zone and - neglecting

diffusion into depth - bonded to W atoms, where the ratio of D/W is reduced. This difference

matches the lowering of the inventory at fluences of 1020 D/cm2. (Note, in the TDS spectra it

can be observed that the build-up of an enrichment zone at fluences of 1019 - 1020 D/cm2, and
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the successive removal of C atoms leads to a release of D from occupied bonding states through

the formation of volatile hydrocarbons, i.e., mainly from high energetic bonding states.)

4.2.3 Increase of the D inventory with fluence -Extrapolation

The most obvious effect of W inclusions on the accumulation of D in a-C:W lies in the en-

richment of W at fluences above 1019 D/cm2. At fluences between 1019 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2,

the evolution of an enrichment zone changes the D inventory in a-C:W compared to a-C. In

ITER a fluence of 1020 D/cm2 will be reached at baffle and dome after about 25 of 400 s

ITER-discharges and at the vertical target after about a second. So, concerning the effect of

enrichment on the increase of the D inventory with fluence and its relevance for ITER, a fluence

range far above 1020 D/cm2 is of major interest. For such high fluences it can be assumed that

the enrichment zone is already in steady state, in a-C:W, without respect to theW concentration.

In this case, D is implanted into enriched a-C:W.

In this study the retention behaviour of enriched a-C:W was investigated at 300K and for flu-

ences between 1016 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2. For the enriched a-C:W the reflection coefficient is

close to the value of W (55%) and the saturation ratio inside the implantation zone is lowered

to 0.03 - 0.15. Nevertheless, for the enriched 7.5%a-C:W the D inventory still increases for flu-

ences above saturation of the implantation zone (above 1016 D/cm2). In [49] a W film of 200nm

thickness, deposited on graphite, was exposed in the Garching high current ion source to the D

beam at 200 eV/D and at 300K. It was shown that the saturation ratio of D/W in amorphous

W is not larger than 0.06 within the width of the ion range in W. Note that a similar saturation

ratio was also found in bulk tungsten [50]. Therefore, for a W enrichment zone of a width of

40 - 100·1015 at/cm2, which equals the width of the ion range between 200eV/D and 1.2keV/D,

the D amount saturates at 2.4 - 6·1015 D/cm2. Therefore, the increase of the D inventory in the

enriched 7.5%a-C:W above this level with increasing fluence appears to be due to the diffusion

of D into depths beyond the width of the enrichment zone. It appears that W at the surface

can not hinder D to diffuse into depth. In other words, for an evolution of the enrichment zone
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close to steady state, the influence of diffusion into depth on the increase of the D inventory

with fluence appears to become dominant over the influence of enrichment and of the trapping

behaviour inside the enrichment zone. Therefore, the increase of the D inventory with fluence

appears to become dominated again by the retention behaviour of the unaffected C matrix in the

depth for 7.5%a-C:W at fluences above 1020 D/cm2.

It was suggested that the diffusion of D into depth is not different in a-C:W compared to a-C and

pyrolytic graphite for fluences below 1019 D/cm2. If the increase of the D inventory with fluence

in a-C:W, above a fluence of 1020 D/cm2, is dominated by diffusion through the unaffected

C matrix, it is suggested that diffusion into depth and the increase of the D inventory with

fluence are not different in a-C:W and in a-C for fluences above 1020 D/cm2, too. Therefore,

the difference of the D inventory between a-C and a-C:W is supposed to be limited to a small

fluence range around 1020 D/cm2, and thus the increase of the D inventory with fluence in a-C:W

can be described by the power law ΦX for very large fluences. The exponent X must be the same

in a-C and a-C:W. For a-C the exponent X was verified to be 0.1.

4.3 Influence of implantation temperature on accumulation of D

The influence of implantation temperature on the diffusion of D into depth was studied in a

cross-checking experiment (see subsection 3.2.1). The most important interpretation is that the

diffusion of D into depth and the number of available bonding states are in convolution with

each other. With increasing temperature the number of available bonding states decreases. An

enlarged number of bonding states enables thermalised D to be trapped inside the width of the

ion range and slightly beyond. A low number of available bonding states forces thermalised D

to diffuse - by the impact of the incoming D beam, which produces a concentration gradient -

beyond the width of the implantation zone into depth (∼90% of the total inventory at 900K and

at a fluence of 1018D/cm2). An increased implantation temperature leads to a decreased number

of available bonding states (i.e. a lowered saturation ratio in the implantation zone) and to an

increased diffusion into depth.
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The influence of temperature on the saturation ratio in the implantation zone and on the diffusion

depth is quantifiable for 7.5%a-C:W implanted at temperatures between 300K and 900K and

at a fluence of ∼1020 D/cm2. For the maximal diffusion depth at 300K (60 nm), which is only

slightly above the resolvable depth, an average D concentration of 0.05 is given. If the total

amount of the retained D was trapped within the implantation zone (within ∼10 nm), the D

concentration within the implantation zone would be the six-fold of the D concentration within

the diffusion depth, i.e., 0.3. This corresponds to a value of 0.43 for the ratio of D/C, which is

about in agreement with the value of 0.4 for the saturation ratio of D/C inside the implantation

zone well known in literature [51]. In the medium temperature range between 700K and 900K,

it is possible to distinguish between D trapped below the resolvable depth and D trapped at

depths larger than the resolvable depth. At 700K, 50% of the D inventory is trapped within

60 nm below the surface and obtains a concentration of 0.02. If this D inventory was trapped

inside the implantation zone, one would obtain a value of 0.2 for the ratio of D/C. Therefore,

the saturation ratio of D/C in the implantation zone is lowered at 700K compared to 300K.

Further to this, an increased diffusion into depth is in convolution with an enhanced increase

of the D inventory with fluence at high implantation temperatures. Both are the most obvious

effects of the implantation temperature on the retention behaviour of a-C:W. If the increase of

the D inventory with fluence was caused by the diffusion of D into depth, an explanation can be

found for the overall trends observed concerning the D retention behaviour in a-C:W at elevated

temperatures, by relating the diffusion of D into depth and thus the increase of the D inventory

with fluence to the number of available bonding states, which depends on temperature.

This interpretation can also explain the intrinsic effect of W on the retention behaviour of a-C:W

at elevated temperatures. The intrinsic effect of W was investigated by comparing the retention

behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W and a-C at 900K. For 7.5%a-C:W the increase of the D inventory

with fluence is slightly enhanced compared to a-C. Furthermore, in the spectrum of the D2 sig-

nal obtained by TDS, the maximum is shifted by about 200K, from 1050K for a-C to 850K

for 7.5%a-C:W, i.e., just below 900K; in 7.5%a-C:W the number of available bonding states is
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lower at 900K than in a-C. From the interpretation made above, this must lead to an enhanced

diffusion depth in 7.5%a-C:W and to an enhanced increase of the D inventory with fluence.

Consequently, the intrinsic effect of W on retention can be explained by the changed number of

available bonding states and thus by the changed trapping behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W.

Nevertheless, the changed trapping behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W can not explain the non-monotonic

increase of the D inventory with fluence at fluences above 1019 D/cm2, which is observable at

temperatures above 700K. This behaviour is difficult to explain.

In fact, enrichment of W is an issue, which must be addressed in trying to find a possible in-

fluence on the retention behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W at fluences above 1019 D/cm2. As already

discussed, at 300K the enrichment of W in 7.5%a-C:W leads to a decrease of the D inventory

with fluence, for fluences above 1019 D/cm2. D bonded to C inside the implantation zone is

lost in the form of volatile hydrocarbons during enrichment and an enrichment zone, containing

100% W, is left in steady state. A decrease of the D inventory for fluences above 1019 D/cm2 is

observable for 7.5%a-C:W, exposed to the D beam at 500K, at 900K and at 1100K, too. (Note

that this behaviour is not observable for the data given at 700 K.) From the analysis of W enrich-

ment at 500K it is known that the enrichment zone is in steady state at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2,

containing 100% W over depths, matching the width of the ion range. In consequence, D is

lost by the formation of volatile hydrocarbons during W enrichment. At 500K W enrichment

dominates the retention behaviour of 7.5%a-C:W, in a fluence range between 1019 D/cm2 and

1020 D/cm2. For implantations at 900K and above, however, it is not clear whether this kind

of decrease of the D inventory is due to the enrichment of W. From the analysis of the W en-

richment zone of the specimens implanted at a fluence of ∼1020 D/cm2 it is not known whether

steady state has been reached. (Note that at elevated temperatures an additional process occurs,

which influences the composition of the W enrichment zone, i.e., the diffusion of C from the

depth towards the shallow enrichment zone.) This information is necessary in order to decide

for which data point between 1019 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2 steady-state is not reached and thus

the loss of D is still under progress. Therefore, it is not possible to relate the proceeding of the
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curves at 900 K and above to the proceeding of W enrichment, as it is possible at 300 K, and

it remains unclear whether W enrichment influences the retention behaviour at fluences above

1019 D/cm2 in the same way as it was observed at 300K, i.e., through the loss of D bonded to

volatile hydrocarbons.

5 Summary

Retention and enrichment of a model system for mixed layers, tungsten-containing carbon films

(a-C:W), were investigated with respect to the interaction with deuterium ions. The use of a

well-defined model system and the exposure to a mass-separated, mono-energetic D beam per-

mitted quantitative investigations. The results are compared with the data for pure carbon films

(a-C) and pyrolytic graphite.

The retention of a-C is at 300K and 900K no different to pyrolytic graphite. Above∼1017D/cm2

the D inventory exhibits an increase with fluence Φ, according to ΦX (e.g. x = 0.1 at 300 K

and 0.23 at 900 K). The increase is interpreted to be driven by a diffusive process of D into

depth, which is retarded by bonding processes between D and C. At 300K and fluences up to

1019 D·cm−2, the increase of the D inventory with fluence in a-C:W can not be distinguished

from a-C and pyrolytic graphite. Therefore, the W inclusions do not affect the diffusion of D

into depth. Above a fluence of 1019 D·cm−2, however, the D inventory depends strongly on the

W concentration. For 1% and 2.5%a-C:W, the surface strongly roughenes with increasing flu-

ence. This leads to an enhanced implantation volume, which is supposed to result in the strong

increase of the D inventory to the 1.5-fold of the D inventory of pyrolytic graphite at a fluence

of 1020 D·cm−2. For 7.5%a-C:W enrichment of W reduces the D inventory with increasing

fluence; during erosion the D bonded to volatile hydrocarbons is lost so that the D inventory

obtains the half value of pyrolytic graphite at a fluence of 1020 D·cm−2.

For the temperature range between 300K and 1300K following trends can be observed: For

each specimen from the temperature series the diffusion depth is larger than the width of the
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W enrichment zone. In general, the D depth profiles showed that in a-C:W, D can diffuse into

depths beyond the implantation zone. Furthermore, an increasing diffusion depth is in con-

volution with a rising increase of the D inventory with fluence with increasing temperature.

However, the D inventory does not increase with fluence according to Φx, especially at fluences

above 1019 D·cm−2.

6 Conclusion

In a-C, in a-C:W and in pyrolytic graphite, the increase of the D inventory with fluence is inter-

preted to be based on the diffusion of D into depth. At 300K and for fluences below 1019 D/cm2,

the extent of the diffusion of D into depth and thus the increase of the D inventory with fluence is

not different in a-C:W compared to a-C and pyrolytic graphite. Above a fluence of 1019 D/cm2,

however, the D retention is dominated by the evolution of a W enrichment zone, which deter-

mines the saturation ratio in the implantation zone. Nevertheless, the build-up of a W enrich-

ment zone is supposed to affect the D inventory in a closed range of fluence around 1020D/cm2.

Outside this fluence range, a-C:W is supposed to exhibit the same D retention behaviour as

pyrolytic graphite at 300K so that an extrapolation of the increase of the hydrogen inventory

with fluence to ITER-relevant fluence ranges appears to be uncritical for a-C:W. (Note that the

increase of the hydrogen inventory with fluence does neither depend on particle energy and flux,

for ≤1020 D/cm2s [17], nor on the isotope species.)

By extrapolating the increase of the hydrogen inventory with fluence according to ΦX (with

X=0.1 at 300 - 500K) it can be shown that even after 0.5·105 400 s ITER-discharges in the T

burning phase, which fits the scheduled operation time of the T burning phase of 20 years, the

T inventory in a-C:W - built up by implantation and diffusion into depth - is at 300 - 500K two

orders of magnitude below the safety limit of 700 g. This confirms that the build-up of the T

inventory through the use of CFC is dominated at 300 - 500K by the co-deposition of T and C

in remote areas, as already well known in literature [4,20,52].
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At elevated temperatures following trends were observed: The increase of the D inventory with

fluence and the diffusion depth increase with temperature; the diffusion of D into depth is sig-

nificant for temperatures at 700K and above. Both trends are interpreted to be caused by the

lowering of the number of available bonding states with increasing temperature.

A Surface morphology: Roughening

Processing of the data obtained from atomic force microscopy (AMF) was performed using the

open-source software Gwyddion [53].

A.1 Roughening at 300K versus W concentration

For the specimens exposed to the D beam at 300K the roughening with increasing fluence was

observed, e.g., at 1019 - 1020 D/cm2. Thereby, the pure carbon film (a-C) was compared to the

2.5% and to the 7.5% tungsten-containing carbon film (a-C:W), by means of the root mean

square value (RMS value) [54] and the surface area. For a-C the RMS value increases with

increasing fluence to the 3.3-fold (from 1.1 nm to 3.6 nm). The surface area, however, is nearly

constant (increase to the 1.01-fold, from 4.02 μ m2 to 4.08 μ m2). For 2.5%a-C:W the RMS

value shows a strong increase with increasing fluence to the 10-fold (from 1.6 nm to 18 nm).

The surface area also increases ssignificantly with increasing fluence to the 1.17-fold (from

4.10 μ m2 to 4.81 μ m2). For 7.5%a-C:W the RMS value decreases with increasing fluence to

the 0.65-fold (from 3.7 nm to 2.4 nm). The surface area, however, is nearly constant (decrease

to the 0.98-fold, from 4.14μ m2 to 4.05μ m2), respectively.

A.2 Roughening between 300K and 1100K

For the 7.5 a-C:W implanted at elevated temperatures the roughening with implantation temper-

ature was observed. Only special features of surface roughness are of interest (the FWHM of
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the surface roughness, the distribution of the local tilt angles of surface segments [29]), which

are supposed to be important in the context of the resolvable depths, on one hand, and in the

context of multiple surface crossings, on the other hand. (Note that a local tilt angle is obtained

from the gradient between two neighbouring data points of the AFM line scans; the orientation

of the line scans is chosen in that way so that the local tilt angle lies in the same plane as the

incident and exit angle of the analysing beam used in the IBA experiments, which is determined

by the geometry of the IBA set up.)

Surface roughness clearly changes with temperature. Above 900K the FWHM of the surface

roughness increases to 18.5 nm, from a nearly constant level between 300K and 900K (5 nm -

7nm).

Figure A1 depicts the distribution of the local tilt angles of the temperature series of a-C:W

by means of a relative frequency (each distribution was normalized to its maximum) plotted

over tilt angles, between -40◦ and 40◦. Vertical lines are inserted at the angle of ±12◦ and at

the angle of ±20◦, respectively. (Note that these angles are determined by the geometry of the

analysing beam in the NRA and RBS experiment, respectively.) If the FWHM is larger than the

region, which is spanned by the vertical lines at ±12◦ and at ±20◦, it can be shown from the

peak integrals that more than 10% among the local tilt angles are larger than |12|◦ and |20|◦,
respectively. For this case it was defined that multiple surface crossings need to be taken into

account in the NRA and in the RBS experiment, respectively. At 900K and below, less than

10% among the local tilt angles are larger than |12|◦ (at 700K about 10% among the local tilt

angles are larger than |12|◦). Consequently, multiple surface crossings do not have to be taken

into account for the specimens implanted at 900K and below, neither in the RBS nor in the

NRA spectra. At 1100K, 27% among the local tilt angles are larger than |12|◦ and 10% are

larger than |20|◦. Consequently, multiple surface crossings can only be neglected for the RBS

spectrum.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1):

Comparison of the width of the enrichment zone with the resolvable depth and the half value

of the FWHM of the surface roughness in 7.5%a-C:W, exposed to a 200 eV D beam between

300K and 1300K and at 1020 D/cm2.

Fig. 2):

NRA spectra of 7.5%a-C:W. All specimens were implanted with a 200 eV D beam at 900K

and at a fluence of 1018D/cm2. At this fluence either the heat treatment or the D beam exposure

was continued for different time spans: In (a) D was implanted at additional fluences up to

1017 D/cm2 (relaxiation time of cooling τ(1/e)≈ 90 s), in (b) the heat treatment at 900K was

continued for different time spans up to 36 s and in (c) the temperature was increased once to

1100K and after another exposure to 1300K for 900 s. The amount of retained D, Dtot , as well

as the specimen temperature at the end of the experiment are listed in the inserted tables.

Fig. 3):

The NRA spectra of 7.5%a-C:W, exposed to a 200 eV D beam between 300K and 900K and

at 1020 D/cm2.

Fig. 4):

The averaged D concentration (a) and diffusion depth (b) in 7.5%a-C:W, exposed to a 200 eV

D beam between 300K and 900K and at 1020 D/cm2; the resolvable depth is given in (a) for

comparison. At 700K two data points are given, respectively. The solid symbols describe the

high energetic peak of the NRA spectrum (shown in the inlet of (a)) and the open symbols

describe the tail towards lower energies.

Fig. 5):
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Amount of retained D implanted at 300 K versus the fluence of incident 200eV D for py-

rolytic graphite, a-C and a-C:W (≤7.5%W), and for theW enriched a-C:W at fluences between

1016 D/cm2 and 1020 D/cm2. Curves are a guide to the eye.

Fig. 6):

TDS spectra of (a) the D2 signal and (b) the CD4 signal of a-C and of a concentration series of

a-C:W, which were exposed to a 200eV D beam at 300K and at a fluence of 1020 D/cm2.

Fig. 7):

TDS spectra of the D2 signal (a)of a-C, (b)of 2.5% and (c)of 7.5%a-C:W, which were exposed

to a 200eV D beam at 300K and at different fluences (1017 D/cm2, 1019 D/cm2, 1020 D/cm2).

Fig. 8):

Amount of retained D in 7.5%a-C:W, implanted to different temperatures between 300K and

1300K versus the fluence of incident 200eVD. Specimens implanted above 300Kwere pre-heated

at 1300K. Data points of pyrolytic graphite implanted at 300K are shown for comparison.

Fig. 9):

Amount of retained D implanted at 900K versus the fluence of incident 200eV D. a-C and

7.5%a-C:W are compared to pyrolytic graphite. Specimens implanted at 900K were pre-heated

at 1300K.

Fig. A1):)

Distribution of the local tilt angles of surface segments of 7.5% a-C:W, exposed to a 200eV

D beam between 300 K and 1100 K and at 1020 D/cm2, measured by AFM over a scan area

of 2x2 μm2. If the FWHM is larger than |12|◦ and |20|◦ multiple surface crossings need to

be taken into account in the NRA and the RBS spectrum, respectively.
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Fig. 2)
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Fig. 3)
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Fig. 4)
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Fig. 5)
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Fig. 6)
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Fig. 7)
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Fig. 8)
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Fig. 9)
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Fig. A1)
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